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S509 - Women's Corporate Shell Jacket
Collection:  TK2™
Range:  All Weather Protection
Shell Fabric:  100% Polyester Microfibre, TPU Membrane
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
Waterproof, breathable and lightweight, this contemporary jacket is ideal
for modern corporate use. A stylish design and flattering fit will appeal to
the modern worker. Full stormflap and welt covered zipped pockets ensure
full protection from harsh conditions.
TK2™
Technical and innovative, the TK2™ rainwear collection is engineered for
maximum waterproof, windproof and breathable performance. Designed to
be worn in adverse weather conditions, the collection incorporates clever
styling  with  shaped  panels  for  a  comfortable  and  generous  fit.  The
sophistication of TK2 provides a 100% waterproof garment of unequalled
strength,  at  the  same  time  retaining  exceptional  suppleness,  ideal  for
corporate use.

All Weather Protection
Portwest All Weather Protection is engineered with exceptional fabrics and
designs, allowing an easy transition between work and leisure. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each garment has been designed
and manufactured using the best quality materials and high technology
construction techniques to ensure total satisfaction with wear after wear.

Standards
EN 343 Class 3:2 X (WP 3,000mm, MVP 3,000g/m2/24hr)

Features
Breathable fabric to draw moisture away from the body keeping the●

wearer cool, dry and comfortable

Internal chest pocket●

Zipped pockets●

Hook and loop cuffs for a secure fit●

Storm flap front to protect against the elements●

Ideal for corporate wear and custom finishes●

Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water beads●

away from fabric surface

Taped seams to provide additional protection●

3 pockets for ample storage●

Concealed mobile phone pocket●

Print access for corporate branding●
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S509 - Women's Corporate Shell Jacket
Commodity Code: 6202401019

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
S509NARXS Navy 65.0 43.0 33.0 0.4800 0.0922 5036108318407 15036108807175
S509NARS Navy 65.0 43.0 33.0 0.5000 0.0922 5036108318377 15036108807144
S509NARM Navy 65.0 43.0 33.0 0.5200 0.0922 5036108318360 15036108807137
S509NARL Navy 65.0 43.0 33.0 0.5400 0.0922 5036108318353 15036108807120
S509NARXL Navy 65.0 43.0 33.0 0.5400 0.0922 5036108318384 15036108807151
S509NARXXL Navy 65.0 43.0 33.0 0.5600 0.0922 5036108318391 15036108807168


